Modeling Project
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Approved Project Proposal

Release Planning

In Progress:

R10 Jakarta Release

- Modeling/etsicatalog Jakarta Functional Test Cases
- Modeling Jakarta Release Planning
- Modeling R10 Jakarta Architecture Review

History Release:

R1 Amsterdam Release

- Modeling Deliverables for Planning Milestone Checklist
- Modeling Deliverables for Functionality Freeze Milestone Checklist
- Modeling Deliverables for API Freeze Milestone Checklist Template
- Modeling Deliverables for Code Freeze Milestone Checklist Template
- Modeling Deliverables for RC0 Milestone Checklist Template
- Modeling Deliverables for RC1 Milestone Checklist Template
- Modeling Deliverables for Release Sign-Off Milestone Checklist Template
- Modeling Amsterdam Planning

R2 Beijing Release

- Modeling Beijing Deliverable for Code Freeze Milestone Checklist
- Modeling Beijing Deliverables for Functionality Freeze Milestone Checklist
- Modeling Beijing Deliverables for Planning Milestone Checklist
- Modeling Beijing Deliverables for RC0 Milestone Checklist Template
- Modeling Beijing Deliverables for RC1 Milestone Checklist
- Modeling Beijing Deliverables for RC2 Milestone Checklist
- Modeling Beijing Planning
- Modeling Deliverables for API Freeze Milestone Checklist
- Modeling Deliverables for Release Sign-Off Milestone Checklist

R3 Casablanca Release

- Modeling Casablanca Deliverable for Code Freeze Milestone Checklist
- Modeling Casablanca Deliverables for API Freeze Milestone Checklist
- Modeling Casablanca Deliverables for Planning Milestone Checklist
- Modeling Casablanca Deliverables for RC0 Milestone Checklist
- Modeling Casablanca Deliverables for RC1 Milestone Checklist
- Modeling Casablanca Deliverables for RC2 Milestone Checklist
- Modeling Casablanca Functionality Freeze Milestone
- Modeling Casablanca Release Planning (M1)

R4 Dublin Release

- Modeling Dublin Deliverable for Code Freeze Milestone Checklist
- Modeling Dublin Deliverables for API Freeze Milestone Checklist
- Modeling Dublin Deliverables for Functionality Freeze Milestone Checklist
- Modeling Dublin Deliverables for Planning Milestone Checklist

Etsicatalog Documentation

- Build and Install
- Etsicatalog API Document
- Etsicatalog Architecture
- Subscribe and Notify on VNF package

Resources

Useful links and resources for the Modeling/etsicatalog project:

Gerrit Repository: https://gerrit.onap.org/r/admin/repos/modeling/etsicatalog

JIRA: https://jira.onap.org/projects/MODELING/summary

SonarCloud: https://sonarcloud.io/dashboard?id=onap_modeling-etsicatalog

FOSS: Modeling

Project Maturity Review for Modeling
• Modeling Dublin Deliverables for RC0 Milestone Checklist
• Modeling Dublin Deliverables for RC1 Milestone Checklist
• Modeling Dublin Deliverables for RC2 Milestone Checklist
• Modeling Dublin Deliverables for Release Sign-Off Milestone Checklist Template
• Modeling Dublin Planning
• Modeling R4 M3 Architecture Review
• New Committer Promotion Request for Modeling Modespec
• Zero commit removal Request and Separate the committer for parsers repo

• Modeling Meeting Notes

R5 El Alto Release

• Locked repo committers removal Request
• Maopeng Zhang: New Committer Promotion Request for Modeling genericparser
• New Committer Promotion Request for Modeling genericparser

R6 Frankfurt Release

• Functional Test Cases (Frankfurt )
• Modeling Frankfurt Deliverables for API Freeze Milestone Checklist
• Modeling Frankfurt Deliverables for Functionality Freeze Milestone Checklist
• Modeling Frankfurt Deliverables for Planning Milestone Checklist
• Modeling Frankfurt Planning
• Modeling R6 Architecture Review

R7 Guilin Release

• Functional Test Cases (Guilin)
• Modeling Guilin Release Planning
• Modeling R7 Architecture Review

R8 Hololulu Release

• Modeling/etsicatalog Honolulu Functional Test Cases
• Modeling Honolulu Release Planning
• Modeling R8 Honolulu Architecture Review

R9 Istanbul Release

• Modeling/etsicatalog Istanbul Functional Test Cases
• Modeling Istanbul Release Planning
• Modeling R9 Istanbul Architecture Review

Place for whatever the team needs